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students a range of pathways, post secondary education.

The Technology curriculum is forward thinking in creating opportunities to enrich students’ 
experiences, always looking for opportunities to work with external parties from a range of 
backgrounds from industry partners, local employers, FE and HE, to be involved in enriching the 
Technology curriculum.

To broaden your horizons in Design and Technology, we want you to think globally and explore 
�ª�;���…�3�ð�a�o�²�ž�…�����ž�@�4�c�ž�…�ª�;�ð�ª�…��;�ð�c�4���ž�…�o�²�–�…�Ë�o�–�X���P�…�q�ð�c�Ñ�…���@�����–���c�ª�…�ª�Ñ�“���ž�…�o�3�…���c�4�@�c�����–�ž�…�ð�c���…�����ž�@�4�c���–�ž�…
will work on a singular project from conception to completion and will have had an interest in 
design from a young age.

Broadening Horizons

Our rewards system can be broadly split into four categories: classroom level, subject level, 
school level and privilege rewards. We’ll focus on classroom and subject rewards here - for more 
information about our rewards schemes, please see our website.

CLASSROOM LEVEL REWARDS

Awarded for: working hard, taking risks and rising to a challenge, making mistakes and learning 
from them, helping others, and taking pride in the school community.

Rewarded by: praise postcards, positive phone calls to parents/carers, positive text messages 
home, and lesson based prizes.

SUBJECT LEVEL REWARDS

Reward scheme: Star of the Week, Curriculum Awards (Subject/School Way, Participation, 
Working with Pride, Embracing the Whole Curriculum), High Flyer, Extra Mile, Most Improved.

Rewarded by: �c�ð�a���ž�…���@�ž�“�X�ð�Ñ�����…�o�c�…�–���Ë�ð�–���…���o�ð�–���ž�K�…����–�ª�@����ð�ª���ž�K�…�ž�o��@�ð�X�…�a�����@�ð�…�“�o�ž�ª�ž�P

Praise and Reward

Building The Great Pyramid of Giza

As part of your Year 8 careers lessons, you will look at some of 
the greatest structures known to mankind. Click on the logo to 
watch the YouTube short where TED-Ed explore how this man-made 
wonder of the world was built with such ancient technology, and 
how it still stands to this day. 

Institution of Civil Engineers - The Channel Tunnel 

The ICE are a centre of engineering excellence, qualifying engineers 
and helping them maintain lifelong competence, assuring society that 
the infrastructure they create is safe, dependable and well designed. 
Click on their logo to watch their YouTube short on the Channel Tunnel 
focusing on the importance of the structural design and impact it has 
had globally. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2zu_u0xDSks
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fJBlEPOj4Fk
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We run a series of ‘Careers in the Curriculum’ weeks in our school. For Technology, this week takes 
place in March. Students take part in a number of activities to encourage them to think about how 
what they learn in the classroom can be applied in a number of future careers. 

In Year 8 Careers lessons, students begin to look at importance of Design and Technology and 
how it connects us. There is a focus on structural landmarks, engineering marvels and design 
concepts. 
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of opportunities to think creatively, travel and improve the world with the demand for ever-
evolving technology. Click on the logo below to check out the YouTube short where Crash Course 
give an overview of what engineering is.

Careers

Have your say!
At WPT we’re always looking for feedback. If you have any thoughts/opinions on this 
Curriculum Newsletter, its content or the curriculum in general, please click on the title 
to fill out a short feedback form.

The Technology Way
Our subject has a ‘Subject Way’ at the heart of it. Our Subject Way is designed to help students 
become young subject specialists. The Technology Way is followed in all of our lessons and  has 
two main purposes:

Firstly, to teach students the vital skills they need to achieve their full potential and gain the very 
best grades they can. Secondly, to teach students how each subject relates to the wider world, 
incorporating the life skills they will learn.


